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My coronavirus

update

We crossed the 97000 mark for India alone.
Currently India is in the 4th phase of lockdown.  
Many states are following rules and regulations 
specific and pertaining to them.
News Shuttle urges all its young readers to stay 
home, spend time with family, upskill yourself and act 
responsibly.

In MuMbaI wetland,
a spectacle In pInk

The emergence of a deep pink colour at 
one closed section of the Talawe wetlands 
in NRI Complex, Navi Mumbai, has been 
identified as rare and first of its kind 
occurrence by Bombay Natural History 
Society. 
It is presumed that this type colouration 
of the water happens due to microscopic 
algae and bacteria that produce beta-
carotenoids that flamingos feed on giving 
them an orangish-pink colouration. Also 
evaporation due to rising humidity and 
salinity is also an added factor in Mumbai.

‘Super earth’ 
dIscovered 
by astronoMers
Our geography books had taught us 
that there are a total of nine planets 
in the solar system. The International 
Astronomical Union had however listed 
out Pluto from the list referring to it as 
a ‘dwarf planet’. 
 But wait, did you know that there’s 
another planet in the middle of the 
galaxy that has features similar to our 
planet? Well, that’s one of the latest 
discoveries by the astronomers of the 
University of Canterbury, New Zealand.
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an ant tHat runs Faster tHan boltactivity time

below is a story template.
read this well

Fill in the ------ with the words which will make a meaningful story.
Record this story which you have created.

Take a blank piece of paper and draw the image which comes 
to your mind on listening to your own story :)

Now all you have to do is 
a. send a picture of the drawing you have created & 

b. the audio you have recorded 
c. your name and age to submit@newsshuttle.com

Once we receive 20 entries, 
Aasma Films will help us create a beautiful animated story 

from these entries. 
last date to send out entries is 21st May 2020
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subMIssIons 
by our readers 

the lockdown stories
I am seven

bea is fourteen
bea is 2 times me
Mary is eleven

that’s much better than being seven
Hannah is six my sister is twelve

that’s two times hannah 
I asked my mom why age matters,
she said without age everything  

shatters,
but I though driving will bring joy,

She said that I’m still a boy
I said when I will be a man
I will drive a black sedan 

I said it will be cool
I will have my ow pool

I will do a lot of charity
I will speak with proper clarity

I will be in the army
My mom said I should do farming

I said I will be charming
My mom told me age is a huge stage

by rudra chavan

age

vishwashanti Gurukul, 
an Ib world school
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do you know the city which actually lives this dream? It is venice!. In venice, you do 
not cross the road, but literally row over a water channel to reach the other side.

row, row, row your boat, Gently down the stream.
Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily, 
life is but a dream !

an Island city
Venice is a key seaport in Northern Italy. Located in the northwest of the Adriatic sea, the 
city was built on 100 small islands. Venice’s unique landscape of waterways, that intertwine 
historically exquisite buildings, has earned the city its name, “floating city”. 

water transport
For a city where roads are barely visible, boats are obviously the chief mode of transport. 
The traditional ‘gondolas’ are long narrow boats that carry up to six people and are rowed by a 
standing gondolier. The ‘Vaporetto’ are bigger ships that operate on the main canals and pick up 
passengers at designated stops. 

striking landscape
Venice’s main waterway, the Grand canal, flows from the centre of the city and offers a 
stunning view of historical palaces and churches on either side. The four bridges over this 
canal add to its charm. The intricately carved arches of palaces such as  Ca’ D’oro and Ca’ 
Pesaro, or the striking domes of churches like Basilica di San Marco, give a glimpse of the 
city’s rich history. The St. Mark’s Square is also the prime attraction of Venice.

This unique heritage is now threatened by rising water levels. Targeted efforts to protect the 
environment are crucial, so that Venetians, can continue to row merrily down the stream.

1. which word in the 
passage means ‘ being the 
only one of its kind’
a. charm b. unique
c. traditional d. Heritage

2. what acts similar to 
public transport buses 
in venice?
a. Gondola b. Floats
c. pesaro d. vaporetto

3. In which continent  
is venice located?
a. north america 
b. south america
c. europe d. asia
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